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B
ob Haddad’s business card says his company, Columbus

Container Inc., is a manufacturer of corrugated shipping

containers. In other words, they make boxes.

The Haddads, Bob and wife Helen, are music aficionados,

believers in young people and supporters of the community

they have called home for the past 30 years. In other words,

they are the driving force behind a world-class Columbus

Indiana Philharmonic and, more important to them, education

programs that introduce students to the joys of music.

Columbus is nationally recognized for its architecture, schools and high quality of life. When

asked to describe the impact of the Haddads on the philharmonic and its programs, philharmonic

executive director Alice Curry asks, “How long do you have?”

Bob, Helen and their family

moved to Columbus in 1973. It was

the sixth move in a career that included

managing plants in Louisiana and

Mississippi among other locations, and

the last, he promised, until their children

had graduated from high school. After

working and living in satellite (company

headquarters located elsewhere) towns,

Bob was happy to be in a spot where

businesses took ownership in the

community at large.

Companies such as Cummins and

Arvin not only were major employers,

but key contributors to a quality of

life that helped set Columbus apart

from other cities. (See the accompanying

story with remarks from Irwin Miller,

former chairman of Cummins Engine

Company).

Smaller businesses also embodied the community

spirit. When he started Columbus Container in

1975, Bob was no exception.

“I decided we were not going to be just a plant

on the outside of town. Columbus has a very

entrepreneurial spirit here. This is my entrepreneur

experience,” he notes, referring to musical and cultural

events and activities his family and company support. 

Lifelong love
A musical background was one of the key

factors leading the Haddads to the philharmonic.

Helen, a voice major at the University of Oklahoma,

once sang on the Ed Sullivan Show. Bob was first

clarinet in the state – he played football and
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Music played a big part in the

lives of Bob and Helen

Haddad during their early

years in Oklahoma.

Purchase and renovation of a downtown building

has given the philharmonic its first true home.
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changed clothes at halftime to perform with the

band – and he describes himself as someone who

can enjoy all facets of music. 

Helen Haddad served on the board of the

Columbus Arts Council, which provides funding

for a variety of cultural organizations and programs.

When attention focused on creating an entity to

complement the Columbus Symphony Orchestra,

Helen and Bob were at the forefront.

Originally known as the Pro Musica Orchestra

after its inception in 1987, the Columbus Indiana

Philharmonic name was adopted in 1995. This was after the

Columbus (Ohio) News-Dispatch erroneously printed a wire

service newspaper story about its local orchestra (really the

Columbus, Indiana group) winning a prestigious contest.

Bob will put the local philharmonic up against groups from

far bigger cities. The involvement of the Indiana University

School of Music has been a prime factor in its success. A

number of graduate students perform, as well as teachers. The

music director is David Bowden, who also directs symphony

groups in Terre Haute and Carmel.

Curry, the executive director of the philharmonic, recalls

that one of Helen’s early goals was “getting to the point where

we could sell tickets for $10.” The still extremely affordable

ticket price has gone beyond that figure and the group plays to

large crowds at various venues throughout the year. Leading

musicians throughout the world have come to Columbus to

perform with the philharmonic and provide instruction and

insight into musical careers.

“(The Haddads) have helped us achieve our dream,”

Curry explains. “Because of their support, their believing in us,

we’ve been able to accomplish what we have.”

What the philharmonic has includes, as of earlier this year,

a three-story building – formerly a chicken hatchery – that it

can call home. Previous “offices” have consisted of a table and

a file cabinet, a back hallway storage room and, most recently,

450 square feet of space above an indoor playground.

Curry and staff are planning to use the third floor of

the building for Sunday afternoon rehearsals of the

Philharmonic Youth Ensemble and Youth Orchestra.

Additional space is available to hold private music lessons

for young students. 

Additional benefits
Bob and Helen’s interest and involvement helped lead

to several other musical groups branching out.

For example, the Columbus Indiana Children’s Choir

(CICC) is a cooperative effort of the Columbus Indiana

Philharmonic and the Indianapolis Children’s Choir.

Consisting of two choirs of children in the fourth through

eighth grades (70-80 singers in each) the CICC is known

for excellence in music education and performance. The

groups have been on stage in New York City’s Carnegie

Hall and throughout central Europe. 

The Haddads also help support Music for Youth and

underwrite Musicians in the Schools, education programs

generated by the philharmonic and designed for Columbus

area children from preschool through high school. 

Bob views Musicians in the Schools as an “opportunity to

change lives in mass.” The motives for school instruction are

based on the theory that arts education develops skills in creative

thinking, problem solving, cooperation and self-discipline

along with improved student achievement and test scores.

Musicians in the Schools sends philharmonic musicians

into area classrooms for an introduction to music and the various

instruments. The musicians work directly with classroom

teachers in elementary, middle and high schools to develop

long-term music education projects.

Special impact
Curry says that although many area children have benefited

from these education efforts, one student’s story is particularly

poignant. As a third-grader, Angel was a challenged inner-city

student, with low grades and sporadic attendance patterns. He

began taking violin lessons in one of the school music programs

sponsored by the philharmonic.

“His teachers said that once he got involved, his grades

went up, his school attendance improved and he started

paying attention in classes,” Curry reports. “Angel says that

‘playing violin has changed my life.’ ”

Now entering sixth grade, Angel mentors younger children.

His goal for the future – he wants to be a musician. 

The children’s choir has helped elevate the lives of many young people.

The Columbus Indiana Philharmonic has been host to a number of world-class

artists and seen some of its members advance to professional careers.
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Along with school-oriented education efforts, the Haddads

also support Music for Youth summer camps. There are no

socioeconomic barriers to participation. Group and individual

instruction are given, with campers providing inspirational

performances.

“Not only do they give us their money, but they also give us

their time and become fully involved,” Curry says of the Haddads,

who sometimes sneak into a performance at a musical camp they

help support and listen to the student campers play 

“In Columbus, we care about quality of life,” Bob asserts.

“We feel we need to pay back the community for the assets we use.”

Building a future
Young people – the future workforce and community

leaders – are among those assets. “If kids can work hard now

and develop a musical skill, it will help them all their lives,”

he claims. “Even if they grow up to be just a box maker, they

will come at every task with a whole new perspective.” 

Leading by example, Bob was able to pick up his clarinet

a few years ago – and play it well – even though he had not

performed since high school. “I didn’t frivolously play the

clarinet 40 years ago,” allowing him to successfully handle

the instrument and, in part, the business challenges of today.

The philharmonic performances and other musical events

are nice, he says, but working with young people is what it’s all

about. There are no second thoughts when it comes to providing

scholarships and special funding for disadvantaged young people 

“With corporate pressure and the economy, who’s going

to expose children to this experience, this quality of life, that

they can pass on when they become adults? It’s up to us.”

One-on-one training yields benefits in music and beyond.

Making boxes is the primary business for Bob Haddad,

looking over one of the products, and Columbus Container.

Community Leadership Exemplified
Bob Haddad says he is privileged to have become friends

with J. Irwin Miller, former chairman of the Cummins Engine

Company, and a leader in the Columbus community for

many years.

Upon dedication of the Cummins-built Otter Creek Golf

Course in 1964, Miller delivered the following remarks (in

part) that epitomize the role of business in the community.

“We would like to see (Columbus) be the very best

community of its size in the country. We would like to see

it become the city in which the smartest, ablest, the best

young families anywhere would like to live … a community

which will offer their children the best education available

anywhere … a community of strong, outspoken churches, of

genuine cultural interests, exciting opportunities for recreation …

a community whose citizens are themselves well-paid and who

will not tolerate poverty for others, or slums in their midst.

“No such community can be built without citizens

determined to make their community best, without city

government which works boldly – ahead of its problems,

and not always struggling to catch up – and without money

sufficient to get the job done.

“So, Cummins is not for cheap education, or inadequate,

poorly paid government, or second-rate facilities or low

taxes just for the sake of low taxes. Our concern is to get

the most for our dollar, to help build this community into

the best in the nation. And we are happy to pay our share,

whether in work, or in taxes, or in gifts like this one.”

I N F O R M A T I O N  L I N K

Resource: Bob Haddad, Columbus Container, at (812) 376-9301 or 

e-mail: bobsr@columbuscontainer.com

Alice Curry, Columbus Indiana Philharmonic, at (812) 376-2638 or 

e-mail: alicec@thecip.org


